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Abstract - Numerical simulation of semiconductor operation is important in the development of DRAM 
technologies since it provides insight into complex phenomena that cannot be obtained through experimen
tation or simple models. Simulatic^n tools also provide a controlled and repcatablc experiment that can yield 
information that cannot be measured with present-day equipment. I or these ttiols to be useful in a practical 
environment, they must be physically accurate, computationally robust and usable by persons other than the 
software developers. I'hese tasks are (iilfieull in the present fast-paced DRAM business since decreasing 
device dimensions inevitably draw out physical elTects tliat, in earlier technologies, were of second order antl 
could be neglected. Recently, we have added new formulations for leakage mechanisms which we will report 
here. In addition, we also discuss some of the computational ;nid visualization aspects of 3D device simu
lation which can be very imposing because of the large amount of data in the models. 

Physical Model 

Thermal- anil electric ricld-dcpciulcnt leakage mechanisms arc becoming increasingly important design con
siderations for trench DRAM structures [1- ?> J. These mechanisms alTcct reliability, data retention time in 
stacked capacitor antl trench Di^.AM structures and low power and low temperature devices, i'licse phe
nomena can be accurately modeled ;icross a wide spectrum of device structures and operating conditions by 
st.'intlard drift-difl'usion simulation techniques with the addition of physical models ami associ.'ited numerical 
discretization methods, in this ssork, we utilize a modidcalion of the standaril generation model to account 
for the leakage mechanisms. 

A bulk generation model which inchules a generalized Sliockley-Read-IIall (SRH) term and band-to-band 
tunneling term of the form 

(" / ' " / ) . ,.? - / ; / / . 
- / W . - V " ' " ' (I) 

has been proposed and implemented [4 - 6] . hi this model, the generalized time constant, T, is of the form 

^i,C-\ 7) 

where 

r . ( A ^ / „ A ' , , 7 ) = ^ - - - ^ ^ - : - , (3) 
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I'lic doping dependence of the Imp s!a!e density and /.cro-applied electric licld capture cross-section lenipet-
atiiie dependence are contained in T;(A',), A'',I,7) , the electric field emission rate enhancement factor K;,(/', 7) 
is the sum of a classical trap-state b.irrier lowering term (the l"rciike!-I'oole effect) aiui a quantum mechan
ical trap state-to-band term. A and H are physical parameters (scc[5]) and 1' is the local electric field, (ilen-
erati(5n due to band-to-band tunneling is modeled using the Kane formulation [ 7 ] . The new generation 
model has been recently added to our device simulator, I ' l i ' I .nAY 11. 

Numerical Algorithm 

I'lI'lLDAY n [ 8 ] is a general two- and three-dimensional simulation program created for use by tech
nology developers wiio are not necessarily simulation experts. It utilizes a Voronoi based contml cell 
approach. 

(jivcn an arbitrary set of points in two dimensions, the Voronoi polygons for that set of points denote the 
regions in the plane closest to each point in the set. I'he shared polygon sides between adjacent points ore 
straight lines, of zero length in degenenite cases, perpendicular to, but not necessarily intersecting, the (imag
inary) line connecting the ;icljacent points. If the length of the side is zero (it is never negative), then the two 
points are not considered to be connected and the current flow between them iloes not enter into the .anal
ysis. 

Ciiven an arbitrary set of points in three dimensions, the Voronoi jiolyhedra for that set (̂ f points denote the 
regions in space closest to each point, hi a Voronoi pcilyhcdra mesh, the sharetl polyhedra siiles betxseen 
adjacent poisils are planes, occasi(Mially o\' zero area, perpendicular to the (imaginary) line connecting the 
adjacent points. If the area of the siile is zero, then the two points ;ue not connected and cmrent (low 
between them does no! enter into the analysis. 

The Voronoi polygon mesh eliminates the obtuse angle problem of the control cell method: a positive 
current cross-section is provided for every pair of connected nodes, for any node distribution in two or three 
dimensions, not merely those forming regular point meshes, thus satisfying the primary requirement of 
Mock's analysis of consistency and convergence of the current continuity equations. I he physical consist
ency of the discretization oi' both CJauss' I,aw and the current continuity eciuations is assured by the 
orthogon.ility of the current cross-sections and the caleulatetl Mux components. 

(Connecting eacli pair of points that sh.are a Voronoi pol\ hedron side by a straight line yields a triangulation 
of the original point set in two dimensions, and a tetr.-ihedra mesh in three diinensions, known as the 
Delaunay tessellation. Since these two meshes are eoni|^lemen!>ary, in practice one finds the Pelaunay 
tessellation of the set of mesh points, ,i ]irocess for -̂ vhich enicienl algorithms exist, and then extracts from 
this triangle mesh the Voronoi polyhedra. 

The Voronoi polyhedra mesh is the logical mesh to use for the control cell inetlKul. By using it one is fix-ed 
from restricting the mesh points to those from regular an;iys, ;is in the finite did'erencc method, or that from 
prisms, as in the original I'I1''I,J')AY metlKul: points can be added anywhere in the mesh without worrying 
about overlappitig ccMstiol areas. I his leails naturally to efficient mesh refinement procedures, 

A typical finite element progr.am calculates on aii elemcait by element basis to compute the global coefficient 
matrices. In our .approacli, the connection between Iwo noiles, actn.ally an edge of the mesh, is the basic 
computatiiMial element. All data for these edges is kcĵ t in vector form. SoluticMi of the resulting matrices is 
by use of lii-conjugate gradient iterative solvers. 

I'll',! .PAY n has written which utilizes the Voronoi control cell method. The program runs on the IBM 
3()9()-6l)() machine which is has a vector facility ami runs under the MVS/HA (Multi|ile Virtual 
System/1''nterprise Architecture). This architecture allows .-Kklressing u]i to 2 gigabytes. Our softw.are utilizes 
this ;iddress space by trading memcsry lor speed. We calculate and save in vectors where at all possible lalher 
than recalculate to save space. We also utilize I'll'"! ^1A^' II on the Rise System/6()(K) both for inleiarli\e 
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tasks such as pre- and post-processing as well as Cor 21") and 31") device simulations. We prefer to use tlie 
mainframe environment for large 3 0 analyses since the amount of I")ASD is unlimited to us from a user 
point of view. 

Analyses of probletns to 350,000 unknowns have been made to date. I'hcsc problcins require mcmcM'y si/cs 
of about 700 megabytes. Much of the mcinory is virtual and of course, the actual distribution and manipu
lation of the memory is virtual and under control of the operating system. I'or problems of this size, the 
solution of a single matrix ecjuation requires about 600 seconds of (^II'IJ lime. I his time (luctuatcs with 
degree of non-linearity of the problem. 

To summarize, I'lI'LDAY II implements the semiconductor device equations in control-volume form. I'ach 
tncsli node is associated with a unique area of the device in a two-dimensional problem and unique volume 
in three tliinensions. These nodal regions arc the Voronoi cells of the device structure. I'hc generation rale 
coinputed via equation (I) at each mesh node must be distributed within the area or volume associated with 
that noile, which requires a corresponiiing nodal value of /'. 

To integrate the generation models easily into the well established Shockley-IU-ad-IIall terms, which .are typi
cally calculated at each mesh node and simply weighted by the control-volume area, we use a novel least-
squares technique described clscwhere[6] to compute the local Held 1'. On ("artesian grids, this least-squares 
techtiiquc has the desirable property of being identical to the first-ortler finite-did'crence technique under the 
propel- weighting scheme of the eciuaticms, and is independent (sf the simulation dimension or of the element 
types used in the discretization. 

Additional ccnnplications exist when calculating leakage currents since finite precision arithinctic limits the 
ability of a simulation code to resolve small currents. In I 'lIiLPAY 11, we solve this problem by solving the 
device equations in 16-byte arithmetic. If requesttxl, I'IIiI,I)AY II passes the doublc-precison (R-byte) sol
ution to extendetl-precison (16-byte) routines. While the cxtendetl-prccision code is approximately 3X 
slower than the double-precision code on an IHIVI 3090 system, the double-precision code does most of the 
work; typically, only a few extended-precision Newton iterations arc needed for each bias point. The benefit 
is that extended-precision solutions have approximately twice the decimal digit-precision of the double-
precision code, I'or certain problem, this permits MI'I.DAY II to resolve currents that could not otherwise 
be extracted. 

Application Example 

The physical motlels and their im|-)lemen(ation in l'IIJ,I.)AY II discus.scd above have been used to analyze 
leakage mechanisins in a substrate-plate-trench (.Sf'T) PRAM cell [9]. This model is valuable in analyzing 
the p + channel gate-induced drain le.akage ((JII,")!,) mechanism and the tretich gale-induced dioile leakage 
(i'Cjini,) inechanism. It has been shown experiiTicntally that both these mechanisms consist of an electric-
held dependeni thermal generation and bantl-lo-band tunneling mechanism [2„3], Oiu' simulations show a 
strong correlation between the iCj ini , mechanism in a SI'I ' cell I')RAM structure and the field-tlepcntlent 
leakage models discirsscd in this paper. Note that extended-precision arithmetic was necessary to resolve the 
IKHIC leakage currents. Our earlier work was to simulate these elfect in 21) and recently, we have studietl 
these effects in 31). The 31) studies are much more com|ilex to interpret since '^o much more simulation data 
results and we have fouiul that advaiux-d visualization techniques and software are required for 31). 

Scientific visualization soflwaie for semiconductor technology sinuilation must meet several rec|ui!'ements, 
I'irst, it must provide a simple human interface with a seamless connection to the simulation data base, it 
must be highly intenictive atul the ust-r must therefore be able to quickly manipulate the visualiz.aticm 
package in order tĉ  stuily the piienomena of interest This requirement also iinpacls the computer h.-irdw.ue 
being u.sed for visualization. The graphics processing must be fast enough to allow the user to try many 
dilFcrent visualization methods in a reasonable amount of time. In our work, we utilize the IBM Rise 
System/6iO()0 as the hardware of choice since it has a powerful local computing capability. Wc run our siniu-
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lations on the host IBM 3090 and then do the visunli/nlioii localh'. (his combination has proven (o be very 
flexible and powerful. 

A number of scientific visualization packages are being used at IBM for semiconductor technology simu
lation. I hese include both internally developed software as well as vendor software packages such as the 
Data Visualizer from Wavefront I'echnologics [ 10 J With this software, flexible 2D and 3D visualizations 
can easily be made including scalar contour maps, \ector displays, point and volume rendering as well as 
particle trace and animation capabilities. These arc combined with the ability to utilize both regular anil 
unstructured grids in both 2 and 3 dimensions. 

Concluding Remarks 

We have shown how topical physics elTccts have been implemented into a state of the art device simulation 
program and how simulation aids in the design and rinalysis of tlie semiconductor devices used in statc-of-
thc-art integrated circuits. If used properly, simulation can substantially help in cutting development costs. 
Indeed, some researchers are of the opinion that co^l savings can be as large as 40% of the development 
cost. 
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